TESTS REALIZED WITH DUST SUPPRESSANT DASAUT
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT: APR EL SAUCE, COQUIMBO

COMPANY: CONSTRUCTORA MARIO ITURRIETA e HIJO S.A
DATE:

From January 7 to January 9, 2015

OBJETIVE
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the dust suppressant DASAUT in the control of runaway dust
produced by the traffic of trucks and equipment in rural roads utilized by the construction Company,
and also in the loading zone for materials in the camp. In these sectors, the dust particles produced
are very fine and are easily blown into the air by the traffic of trucks and equipment. Also, this
airborne dust causes pollution due to high winds.

INTRODUCTION
The sector where the rural potable water project is being constructed is located in Coquimbo’s rural
zone, which lacks potable water, sewage system or paved roads. The Ministry of Public Works has
entrusted the construction company Constructora Mario Iturrieta e Hijo S.A, the construction of the
rural potable water project, however, since this is a work of great importance to the development
and progress of this rural zone and its inhabitants, it has caused many problems with the neighbors
by the amount of dust generated by the traffic of vehicles with the movement generated by the
execution of the works. To solve such a problem, our company, SANDSIL QUIMICA LTDA, on behalf
of the Peruvian company Industrial Vetsi International SA ‐ INVETISA, conducted tests with the dust
suppressant DASAUT.

RELEVANT INFORMATION
DASAUT is a dust binder and stabilizer that agglomerates dust particles into granules or into small
plates and thus impeding their movement. Thus, in an area where the product has already been
applied, there is no generation of dust that can be dispersed by the wind.

DASAUT is a natural polymer that degrades in 180 days, and it is not an artificial polymer that
degrades in 100 years. Its handling is safe and its application does not contaminate the environment.
As the product is being applied, a superficial layer or crust is formed which impedes the particulate
matter to flow upwards.

DASAUT does not adhere to the tires of vehicles and it does not cause the roads to become slippery.
There are many dust suppressants in the market with different chemical composition that cause
problems with traffic and the environment by adhering to the tires of vehicles and causing skids,
among these products are bituminous products derived from petroleum such as: Bischofite,
Lignosulfate, and calcium and magnesium salts.

COMPOSITION OF PRODUCT
‐ Polymerized Polysaccharide Acid
‐ Organic Acids USP
‐ Water

SUPERVISING ENGINEERS
CONSTRUCTORA MARIO ITURRIETA e HIJO S.A:
Works Visiting Engineer:

Pedro Silva Santiago Luna, Construction Engineer

Works Resident Engineer :

Johanina Tapia, Construction Engineer

Risk Prevention Engineer :

Natacha Salgado, Risk Prevention Engineer.

SANDSIL QUIMICA LTDA.
Person responsible for tests:

Mireya Salgado B.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Place of test:

Parcela 116, El Sauce, Miramar, Coquimbo, Chile.

Application Equipment:

10 m3‐cistern truck with irrigation capacity by aspersion and flute

Product:

DASAUT (dust suppressant)

Area of Application:

1,000 m2

Temperature:

12 °C to 28 °C

Relative Humidity:

35%

Altitude:

988 meters above sea level

Methodology:

2 liters of the dust suppressant DASAUT was added to 10 m3 of
water in a cistern truck, this mix was applied to the road by gravity
using the flute of the truck, and distributed uniformly along an
access road of 3 meters wide and 150 meters long, which at this
time is one of the areas affected by dust. It was also applied in the
camp area where the loading of trucks and materials take place, and
also where the machinery and equipment is stored (backhoes,
rollers, trucks, etc.)

Photo N° 01: At 11:30 AM

10 m3‐cistern truck utilized for the application.

‐ Adding the dust suppressant DASAUT.

Photo N° 03: At 11:10 AM ‐ Area conditions before applying the dust suppressant DASAUT.

Photo N°4: Dust pollution can be observed in adjacent roads in spite that they have been sprayed
with water.

Photo N° 05: At 11:30 AM ‐ First application of dust suppressant DASAUT diluted in water and
sprayed by the cistern truck.

Photo N°06: 4 hours after the first application of the dust suppressant DASAUT, it can be observed
its effectiveness by controlling the dust and maintaining the ground wet.

SECOND DAY
Photo N°7: At 9:00 AM

Photo N°7: 23 hours after the first application it can be observed the already formed crust and the
excellent control of dust.

Photo N°08: At 5:52 PM
In the area where the dust suppressant DASAUT was not applied, a great deal of dust is observed.

Photos N°09 and N°10: At 6 PM
It can be observed that the area where DASAUT was applied, there is no airborne dust and the
control is total.

THIRD DAY AT 11:00 AM
Photo N°11: Third uniform application of DASAUT.

Photos N° 12 and N° 13: At 11:30 AM

After the third application, it can be observed that the crust is totally formed and agglomerated.

Conclusions:

1. The dust suppressant DASAUT has demonstrated its effectiveness in the total control of fine
suspended dust.

2. The product is easy to manipulate thus offering safety to the cistern truck's operator. The
product is highly soluble with water and reacts rapidly.

3. With DASAUT, water consumption is minimized and thus contributing to the efficient
utilization of water in field operations.

4. According to the results of the test, we recommend using an initial dose of 2 ml per liter of
water per squared‐meter, once a day for three consecutive days.

5. It can be observed that by applying DASAUT, the soil remains humid for 4 hours while by
spraying water only, without the dust suppressant, the humidity remains for only 90 minutes
(20 °C median temperature).

6. With DASAUT, the rains cause no problem for DASAUT is a long chain Polysaccharide that
is reactive with water and does not make pathways slippery nor it adheres to the tires of
vehicles, and it does not cause foam.

7. It is the consensus opinion of the camp’s personnel that the product has great effectiveness
in controlling the dust generated by the traffic of trucks and equipment on roads, as well as,
the dust in the camp zone. This is very beneficial to the company and all its workers and to
the relations with the neighbors.

